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Wave-driven thrusters offer a potential electric propulsion system that could
operate at steady state in the sub-kW and 100 kW+ domains. A reproduction effort
based on research from Princeton University is conducted. The generalized
relations for the scaling of thrust and efficiency are derived for a cylindrical wave-
driven thruster incorporating an annular antenna. Thrust is shown to scale with
current squared, and efficiency increases with increasing current or power. In
addition to scale-efficiency relation modeling, a finite-element simulation of
transient antenna-plasma coupling for a range of frequencies in the kHz domain is
completed. Given the nearly linear increase of efficiency with power, the annular
wave-launching antenna thruster configuration has the potential to operate in a
range of input powers currently left vacant by contemporary propulsion
technology.
• Electric Propulsion operates on
the basis of accelerating ions to
extremely high velocities (10s
of kilometers per second) to
achieve thrust.
• While not comparable to
conventional chemical propulsion
in terms of thrust, electric
propulsion offers orders of
magnitude higher specific
impulse (very efficient.) Most
thrusters in use today require
exposed electrodes that hinder
lifespan. Wave-driven thrusters
do not require them.
The combination of high-efficiency, scalability, and long operational lifetime make
the wave-driven thruster a prime contender for several space applications.
• Scientific
Sample return missions that require a small spacecraft to travel                           
long distances would be enabled by such a thruster.
• Exploration
Deep space missions require high delta-V. 
These thrusters can provide great 
acceleration over long periods of time,                                                                    
making them perfect for exploration                                                                
spacecraft. Due to their ability to                                                                         
operate on any propellant that can be                                                                     
ionized, they may use planetary                                                                        
atmospheric gasses as propellant.
• CubeSats
Small-scale (below 1 kilowatt) steady-state operation
is feasible for such thrusters, enabling CubeSat use.
The primary objective of this project was to develop a 1-D numerical model of coupling efficiency
between an annular wave-launching antenna and an finite sheet of plasma some distance away from it
in a cylindrical thruster geometry. This effort seeks to reproduce a recent modeling effort into wave
driven thrusters at Princeton University. [1]
Annular Antenna                     Plasma
• Cylindrical geometry, based on Ponderomotive thruster, used for modeling is shown above. [1]
• Starting from Maxwell’s equation, a dimensionless thrust                                                           
coefficient coupling parameter “γ” is found.  [1,3]                                      
• The variables used in the equation are shown to the right.
• While the 1D numerical model was being derived, a finite element simulation of the transient
field interaction with a finite plasma was produced. The image below shows a simple simulation
of a kilohertz wave-launching antenna interacting with a plasma region to produce a force.
• The force created by the rapidly oscillating wave is known as the Ponderomotive force. This force
increases with decreasing oscillating frequency and increase gradient magnitude. [2]
• From this FEA simulation, for a 1 inch to 5 inch antenna diameter, the optimal frequency for
maximum force was in the 100s of kilohertz range.
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• Unlike electrostatic 
thrusters, wave-driven 
thrusters utilize a wave—
launching antenna to 
transfer momentum to 
the ionized propellant 
and achieve thrust. This 
means they are power 
scalable for various 
space application. [1]
• Given a range of inputs for
normalized plasma skin depth,
Antenna stand-off distance, and
electron collision frequency, the
following contours (in color) were
produced. These agree quite
closely to those found in the
Princeton Study (black and white.)
[1]
• Slight differences can be attributed
to the range of iterations the
program was left to run. Also, the
numerical approximation accuracy
of the Bessel functions could shift
the final results somewhat.
• Overall, the reproduced plots match quite closely with the originals. Thrust is shown to scale with current
squared, and efficiency increases with increasing current or power. Optimized antenna geometries (as opposed
to simple annular antennas) may result in improved efficiencies across low and high power ranges.
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